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INCOMPAS Celebrates 40 Years Supporting Industry Competition
By Bruce Christian

T

he name has changed a few times since
it was founded 40 years ago to support
competition in telecommunications, but that
mission remains the same in an ever-expanding
industry. As INCOMPAS members gather
in-person for the first time in two years, they celebrate the organization’s 40th anniversary.
“We have an exciting line up to celebrate our
40th anniversary,” said Chip Pickering, CEO,
INCOMPAS. “We’ll kick off the morning with a
video commemorating the evolution of competition in the industry over four decades. You’ll
see many familiar faces of individuals who have
played major roles in shaping our industry – from
divestiture to the amazing innovations that define
our current generation.”
Following the video, a panel – featuring
current and former INCOMPAS Board

Chairs – will discuss their tenure in the industry
and the important role INCOMPAS and its predecessor organizations played to drive the right

policy outcomes and create business opportunities for new entrants and mature companies
operating in the market.
Day two of The 2021 INCOMPAS Show ends
with a 40th birthday party celebration on the 14th
floor, poolside at the Cosmopolitan’s Chelsea
Pool, overlooking the city skyline.
“Our association was forged by a scrappy
group of innovators who wanted to bring competition to America,” Pickering recalled. “The landmark achievement being the break-up of Ma
Bell, ending AT&T’s hundred-year monopoly of
the telephone marketplace.
“Once competitors got their foot in the door,
we started to see the foundation for the technology revolution we are experiencing today,” he
continued. “Competitive providers gave us the
(Continued on page 4)
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first fiber networks, the first nationwide services
and even the foundation for the internet.”
Pickering said the ‘90s – INCOMPAS’ second
decade – was “defined by a number of victories
and the emergence of a bipartisan consensus

that competition was the key to unleashing the
tech sector and ensuring the internet age would
be ‘Made in America.’”
That decade included passage of the Cable
Act of 1992, which enabled satellite competition
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7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Registration Open
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7:00 a.m.

Deal Center and Expo Hall Open
Brera Ballroom

7:30 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
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• Angie Kronenberg, Chief Advocate and General Counsel, INCOMPAS
(Moderator)
• John Baker, Senior Vice President, Business Development, Mavenir
• Walter Cannon, Vice President, Business Development, ZenFi Networks
• Douglas Patterson, Region Director - West, Crown Castle
• Roger Simpson, Director, Underlying Rights & Government Relations - West
Region, Zayo
Paving the Path to 5G: Optimizing Spectrum to Meet Growing Demand
Castellana Ballroom
Speakers:
•H
 adass Kogan,Director & Senior Counsel, Regulatory Affairs, DISH (Moderator)
• J oshua Broder, CEO, Tilson
•V
 . Noah Campbell, Co-Founder and CEO, RS Access, LLC
• J ames Childs, Senior Vice President, Spectrum Strategy, GeoLinks

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Dedicated Exhibitor Hours – “Catch Chip for a Sip” Beer and Wine Happy
Hour
Expo Hall - Brera Ballroom

5:00 p.m.

Deal Center, Meeting Spaces and Expo Hall Close

5:00 p.m. – 6:15 p.m.

Women in Tech: Building Your Personal Brand
Castellana Ballroom
Sponsored by FirstLight Fiber and SRP Telecom
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• Angie Kronenberg, Chief Advocate and General Counsel, INCOMPAS
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Cheers to 40 Years: An INCOMPAS Anniversary Celebration
Chelsea Pool at The Cosmopolitan
Sponsored by Facebook
Specialty cocktails sponsored by Wave Wholesale
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and opened spectrum centered on competitive
auctions that moved the wireless marketplace
from cell phones – the size of a cinder block – to
a world where most Americans had a flip phone
in their pockets by the end of the decade.
“But nothing compares to the signing of the
bipartisan Telecommunications Act in 1996,”
Pickering said. “It made competition the law and
enabled a wholesale marketplace that created
hundreds of new companies, thousands of jobs
and trillions in private investment.”
Since 1996, INCOMPAS has promoted and
protected competition at every turn, Pickering said.
“In the 2000s we saw our innovative companies bring Ethernet, VOIP and fiber service that
reshaped the industry,” he continued. “As new
networks enabled online services that transformed our economy, INCOMPAS was an early
leader in fighting for a free and open internet.”
What’s ahead in the minds of the innovators
who continue to push and disrupt the industry?
You can be assured INCOMPAS will be there
supporting and fighting for more robust competition
in all facets of the communications industry. p
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INCOMPAS Optimistic with Administration’s Approach Forward
By Bruce Christian

A

lthough he’s been in office
for 10 months, and a permanent Federal Communication Commission (FCC) Chair still
has not been named, INCOMPAS
is optimistic regarding President
Biden’s approach to competition for
the industry.
This optimism is based on a
White House Executive Order on
competition released earlier this
year. That order included several
policy positions that it believes the
FCC should consider.
INCOMPAS supports this order,
including its focus on improving
competitive broadband deployment
and choice in multi-tenant environments, reinstating net neutrality
protections, providing support for
the continued development and
adoption of 5G Open Radio Access
Network (O-RAN) protocols and
software, and promoting competitive access to spectrum,” said Angie

6

Kronenberg, Chief Advocate and
General Counsel for INCOMPAS.
“The Executive Order also
encourages the FCC to review
broadband network practices and
the information they make available
to their customers on their terms
of service,” she said. “The FCC
already is in process of collecting
public input on some of these
issues. Others will require a full
Commission to be implemented.”
Kronenberg said INCOMPAS
enjoys a “great relationship” with
the FCC, whose members include
Acting Chair Jessica Rosenworcel
and Commissioners Geoffrey Starks,
Brendan Carr and Nathan Simington.
“We are eager for President
Biden to make announcements
about the future of the FCC’s leadership,” Kronenberg added.
Every time power in the nation’s
capital changes – whether it be the
presidency or Congress’ makeup –
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the industry has to adjust to a new
dance, depending on the priorities
of the administration or the party
controlling Congress.
Either way, Kronenberg said
INCOMPAS believes the current
FCC – whether new leadership is
chosen or not – has a lot to do.
“The FCC continues to work on
its implementation of the Broadband
DATA Act to improve its broadband
maps,” she explained. “This will
require broadband internet access
service providers to submit more
granular mapping information and is
expected to allow for more specific
findings on network unavailability for
future funding opportunities.
“The FCC also has been in charge
of some of the emergency connectivity programs that are connecting
families, including school children to
the Internet — the Emergency Broadband Benefit and the Emergency
Connectivity Fund,” she said. “FCC
work on these programs will continue
and could be extended if Congress
passes additional funding for these
programs through the infrastructure
or reconciliation packages.”
Kronenberg noted the Department
of Commerce’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) oversees certain
broadband funding programs for
network deployment and services to
certain areas, and the Department
of Treasury has issued its Guidance
for the American Rescue Plan that
offers funding for broadband network
deployment and service funding
available to the states and prioritizing
fiber connectivity to communities.
“We believe these various funding
opportunities for our members are
significant and can help them extend
the network and services, including
5G capability, to new areas and
more consumers and small businesses,” Kronenberg said.
Continuing, she said the FCC’s
Universal Service Fund (USF) has
been critical to bringing affordable
broadband and voice communications services to rural communities,
schools and libraries, and rural
healthcare facilities. However, the
USF is under significant duress and
urgently needs FCC reform.

Angie Kronenberg,
Chief Advocate and General
Counsel for INCOMPAS

“The revenues subject to USF
assessment have declined 63
percent in the last two decades, and
in turn the contribution factor has
risen dramatically, placing inequitable burdens on certain consumers
and businesses and calling into
question the sustainability of the
USF programs,” Kronenberg said.
“But there are solutions readily
available to stabilize and save the
USF which will ensure families,
schools, hospitals and rural communities stay connected to broadband
and voice communication services.”
“USForward,” a paper from USF
expert and former FCC official Carol
Mattey who participated in our
Monday USF panel, details how the
FCC can take a smart, sustainable
approach to contributions reform,
Kronenberg said.
The paper warns of a 40 percent
contribution factor by 2025 and
discusses options the FCC has
to address the problem now. It
analyzes the facts relative to the
decline in USF revenues, debunking
myths about landline use and highlighting activity by providers that
impact the program’s bottom line.
“Considering possible solutions,
the paper makes the case for adding
broadband internet access service
revenues as a means of stabilizing
the USF program to meet its mission
and future goals,” Kronenberg said.
“If the FCC does so, the paper projects that the contribution factor would
fall significantly and remain under 4
percent over the next several years.
“Mattey makes the case as to why
this option is the best way forward
(Continued on page 8)
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Connected2Fiber Launches Global
Assured Near Net Offering

C

onnected2Fiber launched its Assured
Near Net service to its global customer
base. Near Net services are a core
part of the connectivity industry that empower
network providers to understand locations near
their existing routes and those networks that
are under construction.
Trusted knowledge of these sites enables
service providers to make granular decisions
around building and selling. Connected2Fiber’s
Assured Near Net service will deliver trusted
insight, mapping and assurance capabilities to
maximize confidence in sellers when setting price
and buyers when making purchasing decisions.
As a platform, The Connected World has
processed more than 500 million sites in proximity to more than 6.5 million miles of fiber,
ultimately delivering clients increased revenue,
a stronger return on investment of their routes,
and an improved customer experience.
Connected2Fiber has inserted trust in the
process of near net opportunity identification
with its best-of-breed location intelligence and
transformed a space that traditionally has been
associated with significant risk from the standpoint of unexpected cost, timing and final implementation plans.
Those risks often lead to margins being
affected and customer expectations poorly met
when a service provider cannot deliver.
Connected2Fiber’s Assured Near Net service
elevates beyond the simplest form of near net
analysis, namely straight line or buffer, which
calculates the distance from a path or access
point to a location based on a straight line and
includes every site that falls within a specific
distance, such as 1,000 feet.
This imprecise method tends to overstate
what a provider can reach and doesn’t take
into consideration the impediments along a
path. Assured Near Net is superior to right of
way near net calculations, which calculate the
distance between the path or access point to
the location following the right-of-way the fiber

8

would be built on and including the private
party path from the right of way into the building
where the fiber would connect.
Connected2Fiber’s Assured Near Net takes
the quality and reliability of data used in a right
of way calculation to a new level, including
guaranteeing accuracy of up to five nines with
service level agreements placed on the real
world execution associated with each lateral.
This model gives assurance to the seller
in how it prices its offering to meet expected
returns, and gives buyers who see an
Assured Near Net symbol the confidence
to know they can rely on the quoted price
and execute their business without fear of
fall out, an industry challenge impacting on
average more than 20 percent of all connectivity orders globally today.
The second part of Connected2Fiber’s
Assured Near Net offer is the ability to license
the Assured Near Net Verified Status for use in
any of the provider’s communications, including
its use within API responses and on quotes,
building lists, websites and portals. This symbol
of trust will improve the confidence in the specific
serviceability and pricing dynamics of the location by both wholesale sellers and buyers.
“We see the tremendous value in being the
trusted source of truth for near net building
identification in the industry and our goal is
to help service providers deeply understand
location dynamics and communicate them in a
trusted manner to clients in order to transform
the customer experience and, ultimately, drive
revenue growth,” said Ben Edmond, CEO and
founder of Connected2Fiber.
“Over the past five years, Connected2Fiber
has made the investment in building best in
class data, algorithms and a team passionate
about digital transformation,” Edmond
continued. “The reality is that the world is not
fully built with fiber today and won’t be for many
years to come. This means that to effectively
work, people have to deal with the construction
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(Continued from page 6)

to modernize and stabilize USF for the future,”
Kronenberg added. “INCOMPAS, along with
NTCA-The Rural Broadband Association, Public
Knowledge, and the Schools, Health & Libraries
Broadband (SHLB) Coalition are leading an effort
to bring more attention to this crisis to encourage
FCC action soon.”
Finally, Kronenberg addressed 5G.
“The FCC must move forward with its Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking to modernize rules and
open up the 12 GHz band, securing America’s
global leadership to protect national and economic
security interests while bolstering competition
and choices for the American public and businesses,” she said. “The FCC can take action now
to open up 500 megahertz of contiguous spectrum
ideal for accelerating the 5G mobile and wireless
networks, improving opportunistic access to spectrum, and strengthening the capacity of Wi-Fi and
other unlicensed services.”
She explained the rulemaking would expand
the 12 GHz band for two-way terrestrial services.
Comments and replies have been filed, and the
record before the FCC is clear: Two-way terrestrial
operations can co-exist with incumbent operations.
“INCOMPAS and the 5G for 12 GHz Coalition
are encouraging the FCC’s relevant bureaus to
review the technical data in the record and make
recommendations to the commissioners on a way
forward,” Kronenberg noted.
“America has an opportunity to unlock the power
of the 12 GHz band for 5G, giving us an edge over
competitors, like China, that threaten our leadership in 5G; for innovation and new technologies
to revolutionize the way we live, work, and learn;
and for consumers through more competition and
choices,” Kronenberg concluded. p

process that extends fiber networks deeper, and
by providing precision and assurance, Connected2Fiber will help the world better transact.” p
For more information about Connected2Fiber and its ecosystem of hundreds of service
providers building automation into their buying
and selling processes, go to www.connected2fiber.
com or visit company representatives at Table 1
in the Expo Hall.
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Inteliquent UC Solution Integrated with Teams

I

nteliquent, a provider of cloud communications platform solutions for voice, messaging
and emergency services, announced it has
integrated its unified communications (UC)
service with Microsoft Teams to deliver highquality voice calling over the largest and most
reliable voice network in the United States.
Enterprises can leverage Teams’ collaborative platform and Inteliquent’s enhanced calling
features to provide employees with always flawless interactions.
A hybrid work environment of in-person and
remote work appears to be the future path for
many enterprises. When business operations
take place online, reliability is critical to success,
and companies need the right tools and technology to make it all work. It’s why many organizations have adopted application-based collaborative tools and cloud solutions to increase scale,
security and integration to avoid disruptions,
increase productivity and smoothly operate.
Inteliquent makes it effortless for compa-

nies to voice-enable Microsoft Teams to create
a shared caller experience supported with IP
devices and provide telephone network access
for a hybrid work environment where not all
users need a Teams license.
The solution provides superior cloud calling
over the nation’s premier voice network.
Inteliquent’s UC solution is integrated with
Teams giving enterprises the highest quality,
scale, reliability and value with advanced call
controls, enhanced 911 and voicemail with
competitive pricing where you only pay for
what you use.
In addition, subscribers will have the ability
to incorporate Inteliquent Fax for personal or
shared usage needs.
“It’s clear the popularity and adoption of
Microsoft Teams is growing exponentially and
will continue to gain new enterprise users,”
said Brent Mello, Vice President of Enterprise
Services for Inteliquent. “Our goal with integrating our UC platform with Teams is to make

FiberLight Brings Fiber Services
to Coloblox Data Centers

F

iberLight LLC, a fiber infrastructure
provider with more than 20 years of experience building and operating missioncritical, high-bandwidth networks, announced a
new partnership with Atlanta-based Coloblox
Data Centers.
One of Atlanta’s original co-location
providers, Coloblox serves more than 250
customers across its 32,000 square feet of data
center space in the Atlanta market.
FiberLight will provide dark and lit fiber
services to Coloblox to go along with its latest
Point-of-Presence (PoP) in the ATL1 Atlanta
data center. Coloblox customers will have more
diverse connectivity options as well as a wider
range of services as the transition to a hybrid
work environment continues.
Additionally, FiberLight brings competitive
pricing options and its reliable customer service
provides customers with the assurance that as
new services are turned on and network environments change, someone is there to assist.
“We are thrilled to be partnering with one of
the more well-known colocation data centers
in the greater Atlanta area,” said Will Sears,
chief revenue officer at FiberLight. “We are
constantly looking to bring FiberLight customers
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the most trusted, reliable partners and the team
at Coloblox is just that. As more businesses
look for new carrier options to fuel their business connectivity, FiberLight is proud to bring
alternative options to the Coloblox ecosystem.”
FiberLight’s dark fiber offering into the
Coloblox ATL1 data center allows customers
of both organizations to access a full suite of
connectivity options. By connecting Coloblox to
the FiberLight footprint with dark fiber, its footprint expands across one of the fastest growing
and strongest markets in the United States.
Additionally, Coloblox wholesale and enterprise
customers will increased high-capacity bandwidth options and vendor diversity.
“As many MSPs and enterprise customers
transition from a traditional on-premise hosting
model to a hybrid or full colocation model, the
team at Coloblox wanted a fiber provider that
was able to meet their needs,” said Jason
Jones, CEO of Coloblox Data Centers. “Our
customers are looking for our carrier partners
to have the diverse pathways and connectivity
options to further their business all while staying
within budget. We’re excited to be partnering
with FiberLight as we expand our footprint
across the greater Atlanta area.” p
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it easy and cost-effective for businesses to use
Teams flexibly alongside our dynamic unified
communications for superlative voice calling
and enhanced calling features. Enterprises
will have a reliable platform, which enables
maximum productivity, improves efficiency and
ensures business continuity.”
Inteliquent built its cloud solutions over the
tier 1 network it operates with multiple layers
of redundancy, which fortifies the reliability of
communications for enterprises. p

ThermoCredit
Increases Credit Facility
for ASC Partners

I

n July, Thermo Credit LLC entered an agreement with ASC Partners to provide a rapid
access credit facility. The initial $250,000
factoring facility was created for ASC Partners
to continue growth of other business interests.
In three months, that credit facility has doubled
to $500,000 to fuel the growth of ASC Partner’s
business interests.
“ASC Partners approached ThermoCredit
about a creating a credit facility to help fund other
business opportunities and we were only too
happy to be their finance company of choice,”
said Seth Block, ThermoCredit’s Executive Vice
President. “Clients like ASC Partners are the
kinds of companies ThermoCredit works with
every day. ThermoCredit is about funding our
client’s business roadmap so they can meet their
financial goals.”
Neil Maslansky of ASC Partners stated,
“Selecting ThermoCredit was not a difficult choice
for us. The company has been easy to work with
and their approval process was quick compared to
other lenders. This additional line of credit will give
us a little extra financial agility for the right opportunities and provide support to our other business
interests. ThermoCredit met our financial needs,
and we are very happy with the results.”
Since 2002, Thermo Credit has provided
funding for hundreds of businesses in the
communications and technology industries. As
a privately held funding company, ThermoCredit
has access to significant funding resources and
has provided m more than $1 billion worth of
capital to companies with growth plans.
Thermo Credit is not a bank or venture capitalist, it is a lender providing financial support to
businesses. ThermoCredit helps remove the roadblocks on a company’s roadmap to success. p

www.bekabusinessmedia.com
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DISH Selects Spirent for 5G Core Automated Testing

D

ISH Network Corporation selected
Spirent Communications to test its 5G
network core and validate its performance. This will enable DISH to integrate
functionality into its network and deliver
leading-edge solutions to retail and enterprise customers.
DISH, which is partnering with AWS on cloud
infrastructure, is set to become the world’s
first telecom company to run its service on the
public cloud. Spirent’s solutions will enable
DISH to realize the superior agility of deploying
an OpenRAN, cloud-native 5G network while
ensuring enhanced customer experiences.
“DISH is transforming the industry as it
prepares to deploy 5G in a public cloud network
and pioneer Open Radio Access Network (Open
RAN) technology,” said Doug Roberts, General
Manager of Spirent’s lifecycle service assurance
business. “Spirent understands the inherent
challenges that come with building an open,
secure network and supporting a new, first-ofits-kind delivery model. We’re excited to assist
DISH in driving operational excellence across

“DISH is transforming
the industry as it prepares
to deploy 5G in a public
cloud network and pioneer
Open Radio Access
Network (Open RAN)
technology.”
the entire lifecycle with industry-leading automation, coverage and analytics capabilities.”
DISH will leverage Spirent’s 5G expertise,
proven test methodologies and years of experience in global 5G ecosystems. Spirent ensures
vendor-neutral validation so DISH can test and
validate with confidence to assure 5G core
readiness for live operation.
With access to Spirent’s library of automated compliance, capacity and performance
test suites, as well as test cases, DISH can

verify 5G functionality, measure system performance and accelerate deployment activities.
By automating the testing process, DISH can
continuously verify real-world performance and
resilience during its network rollout, proving the
public cloud is telco-grade, and scaling up a
continuously improving system.
“As we deploy our cloud-native 5G network,
we’re looking forward to seeing the transformation of how organizations and customers
will order and consume 5G services on their
own slices and private networks,” said Marc
Rouanne, Chief Network Officer, DISH Wireless.
“Spirent provides the testing functionality and
experience we need to ensure positive customer
experiences. And, as a leader in 5G testing and
automation, Spirent offers us the security and
confidence to introduce our state-of-the-art 5G
network into the market.” p
For more information about Spirent’s 5G
network testing and validation solutions and
services, visit www.spirent.com/solutions/5gnetwork-testing.
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FiberLight Brings Dark Fiber to Amarillo Independent Schools

F

iberLight LLC, a fiber infrastructure provider
with more than 20 years of experience
building and operating mission-critical,
high-bandwidth networks, announced the
successful deployment of a 70-mile dark fiber
network expansion to the Amarillo Independent
School District (AISD).
Based in Amarillo, Texas, AISD spans nearly
70 square miles of land in Randall and Potter
County with 58 locations and serves more than
32,500 students from kindergarten through high
school. FiberLight’s delivery of dark fiber services
positions AISD for long-term growth, delivers
network agility and control, enables student
access to digital opportunities, enhances security
and paves the way for new developments.
AISD first encountered the need to upgrade
its existing network services when the changes
to the Texas State Legislature funding would
increase AISD’s network service charges by
nearly 3,500 percent per month. With AISD’s
existing infrastructure, the level of robust bandwidth and on-site hosting capabilities needed to
scale to support distance learning and increased
security measures during the pandemic was
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unsustainable and not financially viable.
“As e-instruction grew and more applications
moved online, we knew we were going to be
needing more bandwidth,” said Jeff D. Roller,
CTO of AISD. “We realized that building our own
network would protect our budget and bottom
line as well as provide new levels of flexibility
needed to expand schools, increase bandwidth
and remove restrictions — giving us free rein to
do what we wanted with our network.”
FiberLight was chosen by AISD to deploy a
70-mile dark fiber network expansion to support
educational technology and security capabilities
for its K-12 students and faculty – including the
use of tablets, laptops, video-based lectures,
distance learning programs and phones in
every classroom, as well as additional campuswide security cameras.
Because these applications and devices put a
strain on existing district networks due to increased
traffic from students and instructors, AISD required
a powerful network to support the bandwidth
capacity and heightened speed to support these
applications, along with redundantly campuses and
connection to a trusted data center.
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With the FCC’s Category 1 E-rate program
and the Texas State Legislature’s matching funds,
AISD’s dark fiber network buildout was 100 percent
subsidized. The state-of-the-art networking equipment was also eligible for coverage under Category
1, with 80 percent of the equipment covered as well.
“We’re proud to partner with Amarillo Independent School District to provide a highly capable
and reliable network that will enable them to open
up new opportunities for e-learning,” said Chris
Rabii, CEO of FiberLight. “By enhancing the AISD
network across its entire footprint with greater
control, enhanced security and high-capacity
connectivity, each of the district’s unique goals
were met. Furthermore, with the district looking
into building a private LTE network that would
provision connectivity to student and staff homes
and offer important remote education opportunities, this dark fiber created a necessary foundation for a potential development that otherwise
would not be possible.” p
To learn more about FiberLight’s deployment
of a dark fiber network for AISD please visit
https://www.fiberlight.com
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CDG Integrates MBS with Cordell Nex-Tech’s
NOC Monitoring Solution

C

ommunications Data Group (CDG)
recently completed an integration
between its MBS, consumer and enterprise management and billing system and
Cordell Nex-Tech’s NOC monitoring solution.
The integration will be offered as an add-on
service that will enable service providers using
MBS to incorporate Cordell Nex-Tech’s NOC
monitoring services, and provide notifications
and workflow pass-through options directly
within MBS.
Cordell Nex-Tech’s NOC monitoring
provides full reporting of tickets and alarms as
well as circuit impairments and service outage
conditions, and it includes a voice alarm
feature that can voice call a user when an
alarm is triggered.
Additional feature options, including all
network items and environmental requirements
with text notifications will be integrated into
future releases.
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According to CDG’s Vice President of Product
Development Mike Chalk, “Bringing together
Cordell monitoring systems and our MBS
consumer and enterprise management solution
will help integrate important monitoring functions and notifications into the customer support
team’s daily service management environment.
“Combining monitoring systems and management systems is critical to identifying and
addressing issues in real time and improving
internal efficiencies,” Chalk said. “We are very
excited to be able to offer our MBS clients the
ability to interweave Nex-Tech’s monitoring with
their existing workflows.”
CDG has been providing scalable, accurate
billing and operational support solutions (B/OSS)
for voice, video, and data for retail and wholesale telecommunications carriers and service
providers since 1970. Options include: BDS, Interconnect, CABS, Mediation, MBS Customer Care,
Network / Plant, Trouble, Service Provisioning,

E-Care, Task Management, CRM/Prospects, and
third-party financial, accounting, mapping, and
facilities management products. Service bureau,
hosted and licensed options are available.
Cordell Nex-Tech is a provider of analytical
quality assurance solutions. With more than
75 control centers and 300 customers, Cordell
Nex-Tech continues to be a major technological
partner for its customers, providing productivity
and profitability with the use of its products. p
Visit the CDG at Kiosk 6 in the Expo Hall or
www.cdg.ws to learn more.
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GPC Completes Acquisition of USA Communications

G

reat Plains Communications (GPC),
a Midwestern telecommunications
provider with a growing, privately
owned 13,500-plus mile fiber network touching
13 states, backed by Grain Management LLC,
announced it has completed the acquisition
of USA Communications, a growth-oriented
provider headquartered in Kearney, Nebraska.
“We are excited to announce the acquisition of this impressive company founded by
Chris Hilliard that has been focused on growth
and technology advancement in the communities it serves since 1995,” said Todd Foje, CEO
of Great Plains Communications. “The USA
Communications fiber footprint is a positive addition to our current network and will allow us to
reach more business and residential customers
in thriving areas of Nebraska and Colorado.
“In addition, we will work with our partners at
Grain Management to identify future areas for
targeted GPC expansion that result from these
new fiber assets as we continue on our path
of growth to bring fiber-driven services to as
many areas as possible and to contribute to the
nation’s fiber-for-all initiatives,” Foje added.

USA Communications was founded by Hilliard
to meet the growing demand for fiber in central
Nebraska and Colorado. The company provides
fiber-driven services including managed Ethernet,
high-speed internet, streaming video and voice to
its residential and business customer base.
With the acquisition now closed, GPC initially
will focus on enhancing and building out the USA
Communications network to bring fiber-driven
services to more businesses and homes in Kearney,
Grand Island and other Nebraska communities.
“As with any family, there are stages in life
where, with great excitement, inner nervousness
and perhaps even a little fear we must take a step
to continue to grow,” said Hillard, USA Communications CEO. “It is time for me to hand off the
baton to our industry leading teammates at Great
Plains Communications. I am excited and confident that they will extend USA’s current market
leading role in all its communities.”
The companies entered into a definitive agreement in the third quarter of 2021. The acquisition was officially completed on September 30
following all final regulatory approvals. Financial
terms of the transaction have not been disclosed.

B. Riley Securities served as exclusive financial
advisor to USA Communications.
Great Plains Communications is one of the
largest privately-owned telecommunications
providers in the Midwest. Headquartered in Blair,
Nebraska.
The company takes a progressive approach
to accommodating the needs of all regional
and national telecommunications carriers,
LECs, ISPs, wireless carriers and other service
providers using superior engineering and
custom-build strategies.
At the core of its service offering is an extensive, MEF-certified 13,500-mile regional fiber
network that reaches 13 states: Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota,
Wisconsin and Wyoming. The network offers
community access rings, last-mile and middlemile solutions, all fully supported by the company’s 24x7x365 Network Operations Center. p
For more information, visit Great Plains
Communications at Table 4 in the Expo Hall or
online at www.gpcom.com.

Stop by Kiosk #4 to meet our team!
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FirstLight Announces VP of Carrier and Wholesale

F

irstLight, a provider of fiber-optic data,
Internet, data center, cloud, Unified
Communications and managed services
to enterprise and carrier customers throughout
the Northeast and mid-Atlantic, announced
today that it has named Katie Brandl as the
company’s Vice President of Carrier and
Wholesale Sales.
To schedule a meeting with FirstLight during
The 2021 INCOMPAS Show, visit its meeting
room in Condessa 9 on the second floor.
Brandl joins her new role from within the
company, formerly the Director of Strategic
Sales for Healthcare and Financial Services.
She brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise
to her new position, with a background rooted in
the telecommunications industry.
Brandl began her career in telecom at Rochester Telephone selling operator services in
1994 and went on to work for Global Crossing as
a carrier account executive.
After spending time with Fibertech Networks,
Lightower Networks, and Crown Castle in leadership roles, Brandl joined FirstLight in 2019 as the
director of sales in the New York West territory.
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“I am honored to have the opportunity to lead a
dynamic, successful team at FirstLight,” Brandl said.
“The Carrier/Wholesale Team is a group of highly
accomplished professionals, and I am excited to
continue to grow the business and build upon our
long-standing partnerships with our customers.”
FirstLight’s Carrier and Wholesale team is
focused on enabling providers to leverage its
robust fiber network and capabilities to reach
deeper and wider in communities to serve
customers within the FirstLight footprint, as well as
providing long haul connectivity solutions and path
diversity with its unique fiber routes.
Its low latency, high-capacity fiber optic
network is poised to support the increasing
demand for 5G technology, making it a natural fit
for many of its wireless customers.
“We’re thrilled for Katie to bring her keen
sales sense and knowledge of the carrier space
to this role,” said Matt Jancovic, chief revenue
officer for FirstLight. “Not only are we committed
to delivering top-flight solutions to our Carrier
and Wholesale customers, but also to building
relationships and establishing trusted partnerships. Katie’s leadership will undoubtedly help us

continue to foster positive relationships and
move FirstLight forward
in the Carrier and
Wholesale space.”
FirstLight, headquartered in Albany, New
York, provides fiberoptic data, internet, data
center, cloud and voice
Katie Brandl
services to enterprise
Vice President of Carrier
and carrier customers
and Wholesale Sales
throughout the Northeast
connecting nearly 100,000 locations in service
with more than 30,000 locations serviceable by its
more than 24,000-route mile network.
FirstLight offers a robust suite of advanced
telecommunications products featuring a comprehensive portfolio of high bandwidth connectivity
solutions including Ethernet, wavelength and dark
fiber services as well as dedicated Internet access
solutions, data center, cloud and voice services. p
To learn more about FirstLight Fiber, visit
www.firstlight.net, or come to Condesa 9.
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DRIVE YOUR DIGITAL
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH GREATER
PHOENIX

See how far your business can go with reliable power and an extensive
fiber network that features secure point-to-point routes and multiple
network configurations. SRP’s virtually unlimited bandwidth paves the
way for you to digitally transform your company.
Learn more at srptelecom.com.

